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 Chapter 1021: This discovery surprised him 

 

   "President Li, the conditions in the mountains and countryside are very poor, you have to make do 

with it." Da Shan started the car and suddenly reminded. 

   "Hmm." Li Zhenting said "Hmm" expressionlessly. 

  Others see him well-dressed and elegant, and they only think that he is a son of a rich family who 

grew up in a greenhouse. They don't know that he has grown up in hard training since he was a child. He 

has never experienced any kind of hardship. 

  The car stopped in front of a row of tile-roofed houses. 

  If it weren't for the school's sign across the gate, he would have thought it was some kind of rural 

farmhouse. 

   It was beyond his imagination that Qingshan City, which was stripped of water, was so poor. 

  The car drove in. 

  Some children playing on the playground saw the car coming in and surrounded them curiously. 

   "How could the school be so dilapidated and poor?" Li Zhenting frowned, seeing the little guys 

gathered outside, all dressed plainly, although they were not sallow and emaciated, but not much 

better. 

"Hey, Mr. Li, it's really pitiful to say it. There are mountains for a hundred miles here, and there is no 

fertile land. The villagers have no source of income. In recent years, they have all relied on working in 

the imperial capital to make money. Many people left here after earning money. Now, all those left 

behind are those who are unable to make money, and every family has a few children, and it is good to 

have books to study, and there are not so many particular ones." Da Shan observed his words and 

sighed. 

Dashan travels around all the year round, and goes to the imperial capital from time to time to see 

more. The noble man in front of him has long made him realize that he is not an ordinary person. During 

this period, he secretly searched on Baidu, and found that he is a famous The richest man is Li Zhenting. 

  This discovery made him ecstatic. It was his luck to meet such a legendary figure, so he had to take 

good care of it. 

   Therefore, he has always been diligent, but also very smart. He didn't show that special kind of 

flattery, and he still pretended not to know him, but just turned around him diligently. 

  For example, just now, he could have reminded Li Zhenting earlier and let them walk across the 

river in time, but he pretended to forget to let him stay. 

  Stay with such a big man, the longer the better, creating opportunities will definitely benefit! 



  If you can get his appreciation, maybe you can change your fate. 

   Li Zhenting didn't say anything after hearing the words, got out of the car and shook hands with the 

children with a smile. 

   "Aren't you going home tonight?" He asked with a smile. 

   "I won't return." The children shook their heads and looked at the distinguished guest helplessly, 

"We live in the school." 

   "Oh, don't your parents miss you?" 

  “They all work outside and don’t come back, and we have no one to cook when we go home.” 

   "Then do you miss your parents?" 

   "Yes." The children all nodded. 

  Looking at the immature faces of the children, Li Zhenting thought of Coco, Ding Ding, Xiao Xiao, Lan 

Lan at home, and sighed in his heart. 

   "Dashan, is there a supermarket near here?" Li Zhenting touched their little faces and asked 

Dashan. 

   "Yes, there is one over there." Dashan pointed to the small supermarket on the other side of the 

school. 

   "Well, go buy some good snacks and distribute them to the children." Li Zhenting took out his 

mobile phone and transferred a thousand dollars to him. 

   "Okay." Dashan left cheerfully. 

   Li Zhenting walked along the school, looked at the dilapidated tile-roofed houses, took out his 

mobile phone and took several groups of photos. 

  Over there, Dashan bought a lot of snacks for the children to eat, and the principal also came out 

after hearing the news, and welcomed Li Zhenting into a cleaner house. 

   After understanding the situation with the principal, Li Zhenting expressed that he would donate to 

the school. 

  The headmaster was so excited that he surrounded the God of Wealth to greet him. 

  At night, Li Zhenting couldn't sleep, so he took a walk outside the school. 

  The school was built on the flat land of two hills. When he walked to the back of the school, he 

found that the back wall of the school was against the mountain, and the mountain was not protected, 

and it was full of mud. 

  His eyelids twitched. It would be very dangerous to slide on such a mountain. 

Chapter 1022: give me the baby 

 



 

That night. 

   Li Zhenting tossed and turned in bed. 

  Such a poor and dangerous school and these lovely children, as a social celebrity, he is responsible 

for repairing the school. 

only 

   What about his kids? 

  His woman is pregnant with twins but now she is missing. A weak woman with a big belly, where did 

she go? How to live? 

   He pursed his lips tightly, tears streaming down his face. 

   "Uh, uh." In the middle of the night, he was suddenly awakened by the sound of vomiting from the 

next door. The dilapidated house had poor sound insulation. He sat up abruptly and pricked up his ears. 

   There were footsteps coming from the next door, and soon there was the sound of running water. 

   Li Zhenting's heart jumped inexplicably. Just now, he heard the sound of vomiting. Could it be that 

there is still a pregnant woman living next door? How could it be such a coincidence? 

  He got up and put on his coat. 

  Now, whenever he hears the sound of vomiting, he will think of Shen Ning. 

   I learned from Xiaofeng that Shen Ning's morning sickness is very serious. 

   While he was thinking about whether to knock on the door next door, suddenly, several muffled 

thunders sounded in the sky. 

   Immediately afterwards, the pouring rain poured down, and the sky and the earth were instantly 

flooded by rain and thunder. 

   Li Zhenting's eyelids twitched violently. 

   With such a heavy rain, can the dilapidated school withstand it? 

  Where do the kids sleep? Will it leak? 

   While he was restless, a man's voice suddenly shouted in the dark: "It's bad, the landslide is 

slipping, come and save the children." 

  The sound mixed with the sound of the storm was extremely terrifying. 

   Li Zhenting turned over and got up and rushed outside. 

   "Quickly, go and call the villagers to rescue the children. The landslide has fallen, and the dormitory 

where the children live has collapsed." Outside, the principal was shouting loudly with a flashlight and a 

bamboo hat. 



  Several figures ran out from the school one after another, and everyone was in a mess. 

   Without even thinking about it, Li Zhenting ran directly to the children's dormitory. 

  In a dark storm, the terrified cries of children came. 

   "Hurry up and save people." He yelled at the principal, took out his mobile phone and called Leng 

Xue first, ordering him to arrive within three hours with twenty Baobiao. 

  Then, he called Bureau Liu and explained the situation. 

   Bureau Liu attached great importance to it and immediately called the local police station. 

   A rescue operation against time begins. 

  Li Zhenting tried his best to carry the objects, and was the first to rescue two children whose limbs 

were broken. 

  The children cried miserably. 

  When he was holding the child and didn't know where to place the children, he stretched out his 

hands behind his back and said, "Give the child to me." 

   Li Zhenting's whole heart was concerned about the child who was still buried in the ruins, and 

when he saw someone taking over, he gave the child the hand that came over. 

  The man picked up the child and ran towards the next room. 

   Li Zhenting quickly devoted himself to saving lives again. 

  In the low room, one after another wounded children were brought over. 

  The children covered their wounds and cried with their mouths curled up. 

  A thin figure from the back is busy. 

   "Teacher Wu, let me help you." A young woman hurried in. 

"Hurry up, wash their wounds, apply alcohol, and stop the bleeding first." The woman ordered, "The 

ambulance will come later, and there are few hospitals here, and some serious ones have to be sent to 

the other side of the river. It's dawn, let's take protective measures first." 

   "Okay, Mr. Wu, how are you? Can you support me? If you are too tired, go and rest first, and leave 

it to me here. Your stomach is not small, so be careful." The young woman asked with concern. 

   "I'm fine, Mr. Li, it's important to save the children first." The woman was anxious, and quickly 

helped the children clean the wound, bandaged the children, stopped the bleeding, and gently 

comforted them, telling them not to be afraid. 

   Teacher Li is also busy. 

Chapter 1023: There is a feeling of familiarity 

 



 

"My God, Teacher Wu, did you know that a distinguished guest came to our school today? Thanks to his 

help, many children were rescued." Teacher Li was cleaning the wounds of the children, while shining 

black Eyes full of envy and worship. 

  Ms. Wu lowered her head and was concentrating on caring for the wound on the child's arm. She 

just said 'oh' in a flat tone, and couldn't see the expression on her face clearly. 

   "Do you know who he is?" Teacher Li continued to ask excitedly. 

  Ms. Wu did not answer. 

"He is Li Zhenting, the richest man in the imperial capital, the most honorable and wealthy man in the 

entire continent. I didn't expect to see him today. It's really worth dying." Teacher Li murmured, "The 

key is to be rich and rich." Even if he is so handsome, he is so handsome, he is even more handsome 

than a movie star, to see him and talk to him, my whole life is worth it." 

   Teacher Li continued to be infatuated. 

  The door was pushed open, and a figure flashed in. 

   "Hurry up, is there any Yunnan Baiyao, first stop the bleeding from his wound, the child has passed 

out, it is very dangerous." Li Zhenting came in with the child in his arms and said anxiously. 

   "Yes, yes, and band-aids." Teacher Li raised his eyes and saw Li Zhenting's handsome face, his eyes 

were shining with a strange light, and he immediately said. 

   "Take it quickly." Li Zhenting looked at the little guy in his hand who fell into a coma, feeling 

uncomfortable, what a poor little guy. 

   "Okay." Teacher Li hurriedly turned around and rummaged through the medicine box for the 

medicine. 

   "Come on, give me the child." At this moment, a pair of hands stretched out and spoke calmly. 

   Heard this sentence again! 

   Li Zhenting was taken aback for a moment, and when he raised his eyes, he saw a pair of small 

hands. The small hands were soft and beautiful, but they were still holding medicinal cotton, and there 

were bloodstains on the back of the hands. 

  For a moment, he felt a familiar feeling. 

   "Hurry up." The woman's voice was low and hoarse. 

   "Okay." He hurriedly handed the child in his hand to her. 

  She took it, picked it up and turned around. 

  "Mr. Wu, come, Yunnan Baiyao. Fortunately, you bought a lot of it that day." Teacher Li looked 

sharply again, a blush flashed across his face, and he ran up to Teacher Wu and squatted down. 



   "Wait, disinfect and clean first." Teacher Wu saw that she was about to pour Yunnan Baiyao on the 

wound, and immediately moved the child's leg away. 

  This Mr. Li is young and has never seen the world. Seeing a man is as exciting as seeing a star. 

  She shook her head and took the medicine in her hand. After cleaning the child's wound, she 

poured Yunnan Baiyao and bandaged the wound skillfully. 

   Li Zhenting stood behind and looked at Teacher Wu's back in a daze. When he was about to go to 

the front to see her face, suddenly, the people outside were still trembling loudly: 

   "Hurry up, there are still children buried in there." 

   Li Zhenting trembled all over. 

   "Hold on, and the ambulance will come later." He said, turned and ran outside. 

   Soon after, the police station dispatched emergency police forces to rush over. 

  Everyone entered the rescue, crying, shouting, thunder and rain, all in a mess. 

   After the rescue work lasted for three hours, it entered the darkest hour before dawn. 

However, only one ambulance came, and there were no spare ambulances in remote areas. The rescued 

children had to rely on two female teachers and a doctor left behind from the ambulance to carry out 

emergency treatment, disinfection and hemostasis, and then They were slowly transferred to other 

hospitals, and some seriously injured had to wait until dawn before being sent to a large hospital. 

  Everything is going on in a busy and orderly manner. 

Chapter 1024: she has gone 

 

 

  In the early hours of the morning, Cold Blood rushed over with twenty young and strong Baobiao, 

and started a carpet-like search. 

at last 

  In the concerted efforts of everyone, all the children were rescued within the most effective golden 

time period, but because the accident happened too suddenly and the collapse was too severe, two 

children died in the end! 

   After this incident was exposed by some official media, it had a great impact. 

"Leng-Blood, set up a rescue foundation immediately after returning home, overthrow and rebuild this 

primary school, and then set up a special rescue agency for this primary school to help the students here 

as much as possible." At dawn, Li Zhenting was exhausted, and while changing clothes, he ordered Leng-

Blood . 

   "Okay." Leng Xue agreed. 



   "That's right." Li Zhenting suddenly remembered something, quickly changed his clothes and ran 

towards the rescue room next to him. 

   When saving the kids last night, that female teacher...he felt very differently. 

  At that time, because I had to rescue the child and the situation was critical, I didn't have time to 

get to know the female teacher. I couldn't even see her face clearly, only the hands. 

   Those are a pair of soft and beautiful little hands. 

once 

  He held Shen Ning's hand countless times and kissed it. 

  The feeling of those hands was familiar to him, and his heart was full of excitement, which was also 

unforgettable. 

   Then could she be Shen Ning? 

  In the rescue room. 

  Most of the children had been taken away by the ambulance, only some were injured so lightly that 

they didn’t need to go to the hospital. They were sitting inside having breakfast, and Teacher Li was 

taking care of them. 

   "Li, Mr. Li." When Li Zhenting ran in, Teacher Li looked at him with surprise and stuttered. 

   "What about her?" Li Zhenting looked around and asked. 

   "Who, who is she?" Teacher Li was surprised. 

   "It's the teacher who rescued the children with you." Li Zhenting's tone was sharp. 

  Ms. Li was stunned for a moment, then asked, "Which one are you referring to? Long hair or short 

hair?" 

   "Didn't you have only two female teachers last night?" Li Zhenting was displeased, such a young 

and alert female teacher responded so slowly. 

   "No, two more helpers came later, but they all left." Teacher Li's face was slightly flushed, and she 

looked a little shy at him. 

This handsome man looks very nervous. These female teachers, she thinks that she should be nervous. 

After all, the female teachers who came here to help last night are all married, and one of them is 

pregnant. She is the youngest, dignified The richest man in the imperial capital would not be interested 

in married women. 

At this time, Li Zhenting was about to faint when he heard it: "It was the female teacher who was with 

you when I brought in the little boy who lost a lot of blood and passed out at night. She took the child 

from me to clean and bandage him. of." 

   "Oh, she." Teacher Li finally remembered after thinking for a while, and said with a smile, "She has 

already left." 



   "Leave?" Li Zhenting's heart thumped and fell into the abyss. At that moment, a piercing pain hit 

his heart hard, and his face turned pale. 

   "Where did she go?" 

   Teacher Li shook his head in a daze: "I don't know." 

   "Isn't she the teacher here?" Li Zhenting was about to go crazy. 

   Teacher Li shook her head: "She is not a teacher here." 

   "Nonsense, I heard you call her Teacher Wu." Li Zhenting was very angry. 

Teacher Li blinked and replied: "Yes, I call her Teacher Wu, but she is not from us, nor is she an official 

teacher in our school. She is just here to support teaching. We often have teachers here to support 

teaching." , she is one of them, she told me that her surname is Wu, so I will call her Teacher Wu." 

   Li Zhenting's heart beat violently: 

   "So, she is not from your place, so where is she from?" 

   "I don't know about that either." Teacher Li couldn't figure out why Li Zhenting kept asking about a 

pregnant female teacher, making him seem like the female teacher's husband. 

   Li Zhenting's eyes were dark, who are these people, and he asked for a long time without asking 

anything. 

  He turned and ran out. 

Chapter 1025: an important signal 

 

 

   "Principal, I want to know about the situation of a female teacher who supports your teaching 

here. It seems that she called Teacher Wu." Li Zhenting immediately stopped to find Principal Wang and 

immediately called. 

   who knows 

  Principal Wang is even less reliable than Teacher Li. 

  He thought for a long time after hearing this, and asked: "Mr. Li, which teacher Wu is he? We don't 

have a female teacher named Wu here." 

   "How is it possible? She was helping us save the injured children in the emergency room last night, 

and she has been busy all the time." Li Zhenting almost yelled. 

   "Rescue room last night?" After holding back for a long time, the principal said, "Then you have to 

ask Teacher Li. She is in charge. I have been doing rescue work in the disaster-stricken places." 

   "You..." Li Zhenting was so angry that he almost picked him up and threw him away. No wonder 

this school has become like this, can it get better with such a principal! 



   "Li, Mr. Li, don't worry, I'll call Teacher Li right away to make sure." After speaking, he hurriedly 

went to find Teacher Li. 

   Li Zhenting was speechless and asked the sky. 

"Cold-blooded, you immediately take someone to look for Shen Ning's whereabouts nearby. Last night, 

she must have been here to help rescue the children. She has already left now. She doesn't want to see 

me, so she hides. Hurry up, otherwise, she will be here." She will slip away." He immediately ordered in 

a deep voice to Leng Xue who rushed over. 

  Leng Xue was stunned for a moment, and immediately understood, agreed, and led several 

subordinates to search for it in a hurry. 

   Soon, Principal Wang ran over with Teacher Li. 

"Principal Wang, listen to me. I want to find out the female teacher surnamed Wu who helped the 

children clean the wounds in the rescue room last night. I want her details, so I have to find out as soon 

as possible." Li Zhenting iced A sharp cold light flashed in his eyes. 

   "Okay, okay, we will try our best to investigate." The principal made a series of promises, looking at 

Teacher Li: "Mr. Li, you are usually responsible for this. Where is Teacher Wu, what is the situation?" 

  Mr. Li realized that this Mr. Wu might not be an ordinary person. 

   "Principal, Mr. Li, I really don't know where Teacher Wu went?" 

   "Then you tell her in detail, from the beginning to the present." Seeing that she still couldn't get to 

the point, Li Zhenting yelled anxiously. 

  Ms. Li was startled, took a few steps back, and said timidly, "Mr. Li, I don't really know her very 

well..." 

   Li Zhenting's eyes were sharp on her face like knives. 

  She was so frightened that she almost fell down, and finally sorted out the information in her brain 

before speaking. 

It turned out that Mr. Wu was not a teacher of this school. There were only three regular teachers in this 

school. One day, Mrs. Li was teaching a class. Suddenly, a man and a woman came to the school. The 

woman was pregnant. After inspecting the school, I asked the school what difficulties it had. 

After Mr. Li gave a general account of the school's situation, they came again the next day, this time by 

car, and bought a lot of things, including many medicines, such as Yunnan Baiyao The powder was 

brought by her that time, as well as many children's food and school supplies. 

   In this way, Teacher Li became familiar with her. 

   Later, the female teacher came again several times, each time bringing something for the children, 

either to eat or to play, and to play games with the children and teach them to learn. 



This school is originally remote, and there are some caring people who come to give things. Sometimes 

the school will record it, and sometimes it will not record it. And this Ms. Wu is not willing to reveal her 

name at all, and Teacher Li is not good. Reluctantly, nothing was recorded. 

She said that her surname is Wu, and she likes children. Every time she comes here, she plays with the 

children and teaches them homework. Teacher Li usually calls her Teacher Wu kindly. The principal 

rarely pays attention to these things, so she doesn't know much up. 

   At this point, Li Zhenting asked about loneliness. Apart from knowing that there was this person, he 

didn't know where she lived, what her name was, and where she came from. 

  However, he also got an important signal, that is, Teacher Wu is pregnant. 

Chapter 1026: His instincts were right! 

 

 

  When Li Zhenting heard the news, he trembled with excitement. 

  A pregnant woman who came from nowhere and only appeared in the past few months. 

  He is sure that this woman must be Shen Ning! 

  Yesterday, the woman he saw on the boat must be her too! 

  His intuition is right! 

  Damn woman, she actually ran to this kind of place! 

  Last night, they also rescued the children's lives together. 

  He didn't see her clearly, but she must have known him. 

  Knowing it was him, not only ignored him, but ran away early in the morning. 

   This time, see where you can go. 

   "Then do you know which direction she usually lives in?" He thought for a while and asked Mr. Li. 

Teacher Li pointed there and said, "Every time she comes here, she comes from the right side of that 

road, and she probably lives not far from here. As for where, I don't know, but there are no houses 

nearby. It should be possible to find her." 

   "Who is that man who accompanied her?" Li Zhenting suddenly thought of this question, his face 

darkened. 

  Is that man Zhu Qixiong? 

"That man only came twice. The first time he came with her, and the second time they sent donations to 

the children. He never came again. I don't know who it is from her. However, Teacher Wu is pregnant. 

Yes, I guess it might be a boyfriend or a husband." Teacher Li said cautiously. 



   Li Zhenting turned around and ran towards the playground, got into the rented car, and drove to 

the right along the road pointed by Teacher Li. 

  Ms. Li and the principal looked at him inexplicably, not knowing what happened. 

   After a while, Dashan came over and told about Li Zhenting's search for someone, and they 

suddenly realized. 

   Soon, the news that Li Zhenting, the richest man in the imperial capital, was looking for a wife here 

quickly spread in the village. Everyone praised him, saying that this elementary school has met a noble 

person, and it will be very promising in the future. 

Not long afterwards, Li Zhenting sent someone to tear down and rebuild the primary school, and 

reported it to the city, and soon strengthened the management of the primary school, and the Li Group 

contributed money to repair the donated school every year. In a few years, this The school also built a 

middle school, focusing on key middle schools. 

   But Li Zhenting said that after driving for a while, he found a mountain road next to him, and drove 

the car in without hesitation. 

  Ms. Li said that Shen Ning came here by himself. 

  A pregnant woman who can walk to the school to help without transportation must live nearby. 

   Sure enough 

  After he turned two or three turns in his car and walked about two or three miles, he saw a 

luxurious villa at the foot of a mountain with green mountains and green waters. 

  When Li Zhenting saw this villa, he was stunned. 

   Such a good villa can be built here, who built it? 

  He jumped out of the car and walked up. 

  The appearance of the villa is luxurious and fashionable, and the railings are all made of white jade 

bricks. At first glance, it doesn't look like it was built by people in the mountains. 

  Looking around, it is really a good place, with green mountains and green waters, singing birds and 

fragrant flowers, and there is a waterfall pouring down from the mountain behind. It is a good place for 

vacation, not only beautiful but also poetic. 

  Who will build a villa here? 

  Will Shen Ning live there? 

   If so, how did she know the owner? 

   "Is anyone there?" He rang the doorbell. 

  But after ringing the doorbell for a long time, no one answered. 

   Could it be that no one lives here, and Shen Ning is not here? 



  His heart was pounding, and a bad premonition welled up in his heart. 

 Chapter 1027: It really is you! 

 

 

   After a while, he looked at the closed villa, thought for a moment, turned back and drove to look 

outside again. 

   If there is no one inside, staying here will only waste time. 

But now, no matter how he drives around in the mountains, as Dashan said, he can no longer see the 

place to live, except for mountains or mountains, and except for some farmers around Dashan, even 

young women are rarely seen, let alone Don't talk about Shen Ning. 

   Returned without success again. 

  He was very discouraged, sitting in the car, handsome and haggard. 

  Shen Ning, where did you go! 

  Last night, it must be you, you rescued the children with me! 

  If the previous few times may have been hallucinations, but this time, he is sure that Teacher Wu is 

Shen Ning. 

  However, she was unwilling to recognize him. After the rescue was over, she took advantage of the 

darkest hour before dawn and ran away again. 

  Then where can she go? 

  This place is full of mountain roads. If you walk on the road, the people who lead you in cold blood 

will definitely find her. 

   After a while, he turned around and drove the car to the luxury villa again. 

  This place is the most suspect. 

  A pregnant woman can't go far. Is it possible that she is still staying in the villa, but she just doesn't 

want to come out to see him! 

  To his surprise, it didn't take long for his car to drive over, and Leng-Blood led people here. 

   "President Li, are you here too?" Leng Xue was surprised to see him. 

   "Shen Ning is here, isn't he?" Li Zhenting stared at him and asked. 

   "Mr. Li, your guess is right this time. It should be the young mistress. She should have lived here 

before the accident at school yesterday." Leng Xue was sure. 

   "Do you mean that she has left here now?" Li Zhenting's heart sank. 



"Mr. Li, we have already been here. When we came, there was no one in the villa. We searched the 

whole village several times, but we didn't see the young lady. I rushed to the nearby police station and 

checked the surveillance cameras at all intersections. , and I didn't see her leaving, so I came back." Leng 

Xue replied. 

   Li Zhenting's heart moved, he rushed over to ring the doorbell, and kept shouting: "Shen Ning, Ning 

Ning, are you inside?" 

   But no matter how he shouted, there was no echo from inside. 

   Cold-blooded and calm, he took a few steps back and looked upstairs. 

  Suddenly, he saw that a window upstairs was not closed tightly. 

   "President Li, there are windows upstairs that are not closed tightly." He immediately told Li 

Zhenting of the situation. 

   "Who built this villa? Have you found it?" Li Zhenting asked with red eyes. 

   "I've already called the mayor and I'm looking into it, but there's no news yet." 

   "Well, climb up immediately, go in and search through the window, and I will be responsible for any 

problems." Li Zhenting ordered after only pondering for a while. 

  He nodded in cold blood, walked to the sewage pipe, quickly climbed up the second floor along the 

sewage pipe, opened the window, and shouted at the window for a while, but no one answered inside, 

so he climbed directly into the window. 

   Li Zhenting waited with bated breath. 

   Half an hour later, Leng Xue crawled out from the window on the first floor, holding a headband in 

his hand. 

   Li Zhenting recognized it at a glance, that headband is exactly what Shen Ning usually likes to use. 

   "President Li, there is indeed no one in the villa, but I found this from the bathroom of the villa." He 

handed the headband to Li Zhenting. 

   "Ning Ning, it really is you, you ran away again." Li Zhenting took it with trembling hands, and held 

the headband tightly, as if he could still feel her body temperature on the headband, he closed his eyes 

in despair. 

   At this time, the cold-blooded phone rang, and he quickly picked it up. 

   After a while, he put down his phone and looked at Li Zhenting: "Mr. Li, I found it. This villa was 

built by Zhu Qixiong, the young master of the Zhu Group." 

  Zhu Qixiong? It really was him! 

   Li Zhenting's pupils under his bushy sword eyebrows gave off a frightening coldness. 

 Chapter 1028: Unshakable hatred! 



 

 

  Zhu Qixiong, how dare you harbor my woman! 

  You Zhu family dare to play tricks behind your back, grab my land, and even want to block the way 

out of my car factory! 

   Damn it! 

   Li Zhenting turned around and left! 

  Leng Xue hurriedly followed. 

   Undoubtedly, this time, he and Shen Ning passed by again! 

   "Mr. Li, I'm waiting for you to sign the contract." As soon as they reached the opposite side of the 

river, Ou Zhishu greeted them with a smile on his face. 

   Li Zhenting glanced at him expressionlessly, and walked forward on his own. 

  Secretary Ou followed closely behind, flattering: "Mr. Li, do you think the contract should be signed 

in the village office or in the factory office?" 

   "Whatever." Li Zhenting snorted coldly. 

  Yesterday, he was busy across the river all day, and forgot about signing the contract. Unexpectedly, 

Ou Zhishu not only waited for him all day, but also greeted him on his own initiative. 

   Sure enough, he was not at ease in someone else's hands. He said to Leng Xue with a cold face: 

"Well, you are responsible for signing the contract. I have to go back to the imperial capital beforehand." 

   "Okay." Leng Xue agreed, "I will send the electronic contract to your email after the contract is 

signed, and you can sign it." 

   Li Zhenting nodded slightly, and strode away. 

  Li Group. 

   Li Zhenting was sitting at his desk, holding the mouse in his right hand and holding a cigarette in his 

left finger. 

  On the computer screen, the profile of the Zhu Group slowly slid across. 

   After a while, he narrowed his eyes, put down the mouse, and made an intercom call. 

   "Immediately hold a special meeting of the executives of the Marketing Planning Department." He 

put down the phone after uttering a few words. 

   "Mr. Li, Zhu's Group is not a small business either. Some projects have in-depth cooperation with 

us. If we sanction them, we may hurt the enemy a thousand and ourselves three hundred." 

   "What is three hundred, even if you lose one thousand." Li Zhenting's eyes were sharp. 



  Dare to **** his women and children, this is a sworn hatred! 

   "But Mr. Li, the Zhu family and the Li family can be regarded as having some friendship, and it is not 

to the point of tearing the face. If you do this, I am afraid that there will be troubles in the future." 

   "Break a knot?" Li Zhenting sneered disdainfully, "They angered me, I will drive them out of the 

imperial capital, and they will never come back from then on." 

  Dare to plot against him behind his back, grab his land and block the exit of the factory building, 

that is no friendship, he is not benevolent, he will never be righteous! 

  He Li Zhenting has a lot of money and capital, whoever dares to challenge him is asking for trouble. 

There is only one word: do it. 

Li's Group has many projects. If one project does not work, another project can dominate the imperial 

capital. Moreover, the tax revenue created by Li's Group is the highest in the entire imperial capital. The 

local government respects him as a guest of honor. Whoever opposes him is absolutely A dead end. 

  Finally, the special session passed unanimously. 

   "First adjust 10 billion to suppress Zhu's Group's auto parts." Li Zhenting gently spit out a line. 

   Act now! 

  The living room of Zhu's Group. 

   "Dongjin, it's not good. The Li Group is suppressing our cars strongly. Now many orders have been 

returned. What should we do?" Xu Xiangzhi ran in panting, her face turning pale. 

  Zhu Dongjin put down the newspaper, his face full of doubts: "Why did the Li Group suddenly do 

this?" 

   Zhu's Group and Li's Group have been living in harmony for so many years, and he also knows how 

to behave. He would visit Mr. Li Jichun every year during the holidays. The two families are at least 

superficially harmonious. 

"How do I know?" Xu Xiangzhi's eyes were full of tears, "Our Zhu's Group's pillar industry is automobiles. 

Last year, our living space was squeezed by Li's Group. Unexpectedly, Li Zhenting still wanted our lives, 

even us. The industry will be suppressed." 

   "Not at all, let me understand the situation first, so don't worry." Zhu Dongjin was also anxious, his 

fingers trembling. 

   Being suppressed by the Li Group is no joke, it can go bankrupt in minutes! 

   When the old man died, Zhu repeatedly told him to maintain a good friendship with the Li family 

and never touch its negative scales. 

   So what happened now? 

   After a while, he calmed down. 



  He knows Li Zhenting well. Although he has a black belly and doesn't show affection, he is calm and 

principled. He will never suppress the Zhu Group for no reason. There must be something hidden in it. 

Chapter 1029: hate for wife 

 

 

   "Where's Qiming?" He asked in a deep voice. 

   "He's in the company." 

   "Tell him to come to me immediately." 

   "Okay." Xu Xiangzhi immediately called his son. 

   Half an hour later, Zhu Qiming walked in swaggeringly. 

   "Qiming, what's going on? Why did Li Zhenting suddenly suppress our Zhu Group?" Zhu Dongjin 

asked as soon as he saw his son. 

  In the past year, he has let go of his second son with Li Xiangzhi, Zhu Qiming, to take over the family 

business, so he has gradually paid less attention to business matters. 

   "Dad, you have to ask your elder brother about this." Zhu Qiming sat down on the sofa, calmly. 

   "What's the matter with Qixiong?" Zhu Dongjin was very puzzled. 

   After all, Zhu Qixiong does not have the right to inherit the company, and never cares about the 

company's affairs! 

   "Dad, do you still remember the woman that my elder brother brought back on the night of New 

Year's Eve?" Zhu Qiming's lips curled into an inexplicable smile. 

  Zhu Dongjin was taken aback, his face sank. 

"What's wrong?" 

   "I remember my sister said at the time that that woman is the ex-wife of Li Zhenting from the Li 

Group, and she has already given birth to three children for Li Zhenting." 

   "But aren't they divorced?" 

"Dad, why are you still naive like a three-year-old child?" Zhu Qiming smiled disdainfully, "Even if they 

divorce, she is still Li Zhenting's ex-wife, and she is also inextricably linked with the Li family. Moreover, 

she Now she is pregnant again, and she is pregnant with Li Zhenting's child, what do you think big 

brother is doing, can Li Zhenting not suppress our Zhu's Group." 

   "Evil species." Zhu Dongjin was stunned for a moment and then understood something. He slapped 

the coffee table in front of him angrily, his face flushed, "I don't do business all day, just do it for me." 

  Xu Xiangzhi had a smug smile on his lips. 



"Dongjin, don't be angry. Where is Qixiong now? Hurry up and let him break up with that woman. Wu 

Xueying is still waiting for him." She immediately stroked Zhu Dongjin's back and said softly, " After all, 

Qi Xiong is a young boy, he should have been seduced by that Shen Ning, as long as he breaks off 

immediately, there is still time." 

   "Yes." Zhu Dongjin nodded and asked, "Where is your brother now?" 

"How would I know." Seeing that this trick worked, Zhu Qiming was very proud, and said, "Dad, you 

don't know. Now Li Zhenting is frantically looking for his ex-wife, and wants to get back together with 

her, but the elder brother doesn't care about life and death." , and got involved with that woman, and 

disappeared with her, you said that this hatred of taking his wife is something that no man can tolerate." 

   "So Qixiong hid Li Zhenting's ex-wife?" Zhu Dongjin's face darkened even more. 

"Yes, but now Li Zhenting has turned around. He found that he still loves his ex-wife, so he wanted to 

chase her back like crazy, but she disappeared. He found out that she was related to the eldest brother, 

so he started to punish our company. " 

   "Asshole." Zhu Dongjin was so angry that he almost spit out a mouthful of old blood. 

"Dongjin, don't be angry, don't be angry, it's bad for your health if you are angry, you can't blame 

Qixiong, you can only blame that woman, a vixen, who specializes in hooking up rich men, she broke up 

with Li Zhenting, divorced and became pregnant His child is still flirting with us Qixiong, such a woman 

Zhujia must not accept, so let's quickly find Qixiong now, apologize to Li Zhenting, and solve the 

misunderstanding, only in this way can the family crisis be resolved. "Xu Xiangzhi immediately advised 

him. 

   "Well, I'll go find him right away." Zhu Dongjin stood up helplessly and angrily and walked towards 

the study. 

Chapter 1030: The Li family can't be messed with 

 

 

"Qiming, you said that you bought the land next to Li Zhenting's factory in Qingshan City and blocked 

their exit. Could it be that this offended Li Zhenting?" As soon as Zhu Dongjin left, Xu Xiangzhi lowered 

her voice and said . 

   "Mom, don't talk nonsense." Zhu Qiming sat up straight, his face full of anger, "Now that Secretary 

Ouzhi has repented and signed a contract with the Li Group." 

"Amitabha, it's fine if they sign the contract. In the future, just be honest and develop your own 

industry. Don't mess with that god. Now he has the final say on the business of the imperial capital. You 

can't beat him. Yes." After hearing this, Xu Xiangzhi felt relieved, rather scared. 

  Zhu Dongjin snorted disdainfully, and Li Zhenting's skills are nothing more than that. If he didn't 

have such a good platform and family fund, how could he create such a myth. 



Seeing the disdain and unwillingness on his son's face, Xu Xiangzhi hurriedly warned: "Son, if you don't 

listen to me, don't come to me and your dad if you suffer a big loss in the future. Now there is still 

Qixiong in this level." That kid took the blame for you, and there will be no such good opportunities in 

the future." 

   "Understood." Zhu Qiming replied impatiently, got up and left. 

  Looking at the back of her son leaving, Xu Xiangzhi's eyelids twitched and felt uneasy. She always 

felt that her son's eyes were high and his hands were low, and he was so ambitious. 

   Two days later. 

  Zhu Qixiong walked in calmly wearing black and white sportswear and sunglasses. 

   "Dad, what do you want from me?" He leaned against the door frame, his whole body was loose, 

the corners of his lips were half a smile, and his eyes under the sunglasses were unpredictable. 

   "What have you been doing these days? Why didn't you answer the phone?" Zhu Dongjin's face 

was livid, and his words were severe. 

  Ever since he found out that he had kidnapped Li Zhenting's ex-wife, he had been calling him almost 

every day, but the phone either didn't answer or was turned off, which made him furious. 

   "Dad, you haven't called me usually. I didn't know it was you who called me. I thought it was a scam 

gang." Zhu Qixiong said lazily. 

   "You bastard, you don't even know your father's phone number." Zhu Dongjin gasped for breath. 

  Zhu Qixiong rolled his Adam's apple, and said indifferently: "Dad, I haven't answered your phone 

since I was a child, and you haven't said anything. Now that I'm old, you blame me for not answering the 

phone. What do you mean?" 

When he was a child, he wished his father could call him and take him out to play, but his father's heart 

was all on his stepmother and their children. When did he take care of him? Now, it's probably because 

Li Zhenting is suppressing Zhu. It's because of the group. 

  He has already heard about Li Zhenting's suppression of the Zhu Group, and he sneered. 

   Zhu Dongjin called him, but he didn't want to answer it at all. If it wasn't because Zhu Dongjin made 

trouble with his grandma, he would never come back. 

   Now that it is related to the interests of the Zhu Group, I only think of him. Do you think he is 

stupid! 

   "You..." Zhu Dongjin seemed to think of something, a little short of breath, and couldn't answer. 

   "Qixiong, come and sit down." After a while, his tone calmed down, and he waved to him. 

   "Dad, just tell me what you have to say, I have something else to do?" Zhu Qixiong was very 

indifferent and impatient. 



   "Qixiong, what can you do? You are going to meet that Shen Ning." Zhu Dongjin was very 

dissatisfied. 

   "Dad, you gave all of Zhu's Group to your favorite son, do you think I have nothing to do?" Zhu 

Qixiong sneered, "You don't need to worry about what I have, I'll go first." 

   "Stop." Zhu Dongjin stood up and asked sharply, "Are you with Li Zhenting's ex-wife Shen Ning 

now?" 

   "What? This has something to do with you?" Zhu Qixiong deliberately didn't affirm or deny, but 

turned to look at him indifferently. 

"Qixiong, the Li family is not to be messed with. Have you forgotten what grandpa said? Our Zhu family 

should never be an enemy of the Li family. Now that you are robbing Li Zhenting's wife, you are making 

him an enemy. Do you have the heart to die?" Zhu Dongjin said earnestly. 

 


